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immigration policy are part and parcel, or a subset, of
American ideas more generally, as further influenced by
evolving domestic interest configurations and shaped by
the institutional structure of the American political sys-
tem, as well as international factors. This is hardly surpris-
ing. (Neither of the two books under review references the
multiple traditions thesis or political culture arguments.)
Yet Motomura’s and Martin’s well-crafted, innovative
works offer unique perspectives for interpreting immigra-
tion in both historical and contemporary circumstances.
At the same time, one wonders whether these and other
conceptual frameworks and categories developed to this
point can be directly or simply applied or extended to,
and are adequate for fully understanding, newer, pressing
issues, such as, say, illegal immigration, and as additional
social forces, such as the ostensible implications of glob-
alization, become more powerful.
In Brown’s Wake: Legacies of America’s Educational
Landmark. By Martha Minow. New York: Oxford University Press,
2010. 320p. $24.95.
doi:10.1017/S1537592711003318
— Gerald Rosenberg, University of Chicago
This book explores the challenges facing the United States
in the twenty-first century in providing all public school
students with equal opportunity to learn and succeed in
life. In the heart of her book, Martha Minow explores the
empirical evidence and debates over providing equal oppor-
tunity in public school education to a variety of groups.
Chapter 2 explores the challenges to equal opportunity
presented by immigrants, English-language learners, girls,
and boys. In Chapter 3 she explores issues of disability,
sexual orientation, religion, and economic class, while
Chapter 4 examines the experiences of American Indians
and Native Hawaiians, as well as debates about group
rights. Chapter 5 examines the issue of school choice pro-
grams. There is also an introduction and three additional
chapters. The introductory chapter focuses on the history
of school desegregation litigation, starting with the found-
ing of the NAACP and the changing goals of Civil Rights
activists. Chapter 6 reviews literature on the benefits of
diverse schools, and Chapter 7, which briefly examines
similar debates about inclusivity in South Africa, North-
ern Ireland, and the Czech Republic, concludes the book.
An underlying theme in each of the chapters is “the
struggle over whether equality is to be realized through
integrated or separate settings” (p. 33). For each group of
students, Minow explores the continuing tension between
efforts to make students feel more comfortable and learn
more effectively in schools separated by race, gender, dis-
ability, sexual orientation, and so on, and efforts to mak
mainstream schools more accepting of and comfortable
for students of diverse backgrounds. Sensitive to a variety
of historical conditions and experiences, as well as present
discrimination, Minow does not take a single position.
While her preference is for inclusion (given historical expe-
rience), she repeats that “treating people the same who are
different is not equal treatment” (p. 78). For example, in a
particularly interesting discussion of single-sex education,
she concludes that “[a]lthough it may help some students,
single-sex education seems only acceptable when pursued
on a voluntary basis; otherwise, it is too redolent of his-
toric practices of exclusion” (p. 66). Similarly, in Chapter
4 on American Indians, Native Hawaiians, and group
rights, the author asks, “[A]re distinct individuals or groups
the proper unit of analysis and protection in the pursuit of
equality?” (p. 96). Her answer is cautious: “Because of its
association with state-backed discrimination, any govern-
ment educational policy that separates students by iden-
tity . . . should be scoured for evidence that it actually
promotes equal opportunity for each individual to have
real success in life” (p. 108). This nuanced approach char-
acterizes the book. Indeed, the epigraph of Chapter 4,
from psychologist Mike Cole, can be seen as a summary
of Minow’s hesitancy to take a bright-line position on
separate versus integrated settings: “People are not only
exploited and oppressed in similar ways, they are exploited
and oppressed in different and specific ways” (p. 96).Thus,
her historically grounded concerns with separate school-
ing, combined with her sensitivity to empirical evidence,
leave her open to the idea of separate schooling in some
situations.
This is not to say that Minow lacks passion. The book
is really about “enhancing social integration through school-
ing” (p. 139). She argues that integrated schools (along
many dimensions) make important contributions to stu-
dents’ growth: “Besides boosting creativity, friendships,
social and political equality, and real opportunities for
academic excellence, inclusive schools can increase social
capital” (p. 159). The crucial question for Minow is how
best to accomplish these outcomes. It is interesting that
she points to the schools run by the Defense Department
for the children of military personnel around the world as
promising examples (pp. 153–5). But she realizes the
uniqueness of military culture. The challenge she sees is in
organizing schools to create and support a more inclusive
society. As she puts it, “[a]t stake is nothing less than the
character of the society and the polity a generation hence”
(p. 187).
It should be clear from this description that In Brown’s
Wake is more descriptive than prescriptive. It is thought-
ful and nondogmatic, presenting a balanced consider-
ation of evidence and arguments, rather than a brief for
one approach. Although it is based entirely on secondary
literature, it is thoroughly researched. Indeed, more than
one-third of the book (106 pages) is taken up by the end-
notes. Minow has no axe to grind other than her deep
concern that the United States is failing to provide equal
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thoughtful, sensitive, and balanced treatment engages the
reader.
It should also be clear that despite its title, this is not a
book about Brown. Rather, it is about the challenges of
providing equal opportunity to school children of varying
backgrounds, about how arguments over achieving equal-
ity have played out with various groups in public educa-
tion, and about both learning from history and not being
its prisoner. For example, Minow notes that while school
choice was devised by segregationists to avoid desegrega-
tion, today it may empower inner-city racial minorities.
Although the authormakes assertions about Brown’s impor-
tance, she does not provide the evidence necessary to sup-
port a causal argument. Obviously, not every argument
for equal treatment is a result of Brown. And while Brown
has been crucial for lawyers litigating school equality cases,
that is not saying very much. In Minow’s usage, Brown
serves as a placeholder for concerns about equality. Put-
ting Brown in the title may help sell more books, but it is
not the book’s focus.
Because Minow is so balanced and thoughtful in her
treatment of different arguments, for most of the book the
reader is left to wonder where she stands. In the end it
becomes clear that her key concern is furthering social
integration and civic equality. That concern would have
been more powerfully conveyed if she had framed the
book around the importance of social integration. An intro-
ductory chapter that presented and developed the claim
would have helped to frame the analysis in each case and
left the reader more satisfied. Still, In Brown’s Wake pro-
vides readers with a thoughtful and engaging look at the
evidence and arguments about where we have been, where
we are now, and where we need to go to provide equal
opportunity in education for schoolchildren.
Cosmopolitan Communications: Cultural Diversity in
a Globalized World. By Pippa Norris and Ronald Inglehart.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 2009. 446p. $94.99 cloth,
$25.34 paper.
doi:10.1017/S153759271100332X
— J. P. Singh, Georgetown University
This is an impressive book that speaks with authority,
eloquence, and reasoned moderation to the important
global debate about cultural identity and diversity. Glob-
alization has produced considerable cultural anxieties about
losses to ways of life and diversity. Conservatives continue
to perceive a clash of civilizations as religions and other
identity markers stand face to face. Progressives bemoan
the effects of the purported cultural imperialism of global
entertainment industries, especially Hollywood, as they
outsmart the production of local cultural content and the
dignity of representing oneself in one’s own cultural images.
Pippa Norris and Ronald Inglehart bring the force of
rigorous theorization and empirical substantiation to the
cultural diversity debate, especially important for an issue
where bold conjectures and populist pronouncements often
capture headlines.Many social scientists have rightly argued
that cultural globalization is old and varied, as are its effects.
The economist Tyler Cowen (Creative Destruction: How
Globalization is Changing the World’s Culture, 2002) has
been a forceful advocate showing that cultural diversity is
increasing rather than decreasing through globalization.
Cultural studies scholars have shown that even the effects
of Hollywood films and television programs are many and
varied in different cultures. However, the consensus, rid-
ing on the shoulders of political leaders who crafted the
2005 UNESCO Convention on the Protection and Pro-
motion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions, has been
that global cultural diversity is threatened. Norris and Ingle-
hart specify the conditions and contexts under which global
cultures are converging, thus depleting diversity, and then
substantiate their claims with quantitative data and cau-
tious explanation.
The authors present a “firewall model” of the condi-
tional effects of “cosmopolitan communication” on cul-
tural diversity. The effects vary between the cultural
convergence of societies versus a backlash against cultural
imports and maintenance of cultural parochialism. The
model is well theorized and attends to many relevant lit-
eratures, but it is particularly sophisticated in its methods.
To develop the firewall model, the authors bring in three
factors: the degree to which countries allow in imports of
cultural products (Chapter 3); the degree to which devel-
oping countries and poor societies are connected with the
outside world through information and communication
technologies (Chapter 4); and the degree to which soci-
eties are open to communication or cultural content flows
described in the form of a composite cosmopolitan index
(Chapter 5). The consequences of these firewalls for cul-
tural diversity are then tested by regressing their values on
changes in cultural and social values, as found through the
World Values Survey data. The authors then present four
sets of results (Chapters 6–9). In general, they find that
societies that rank high on the cosmopolitan index, main-
tain relatively openmarkets, and are well connected through
communication technologies tend to be cosmopolitan, are
tolerant of outsiders, reveal global consumption patterns,
exhibit a progressive morality that is open to changes in
gender and sexual mores, are relatively secular, and have
high levels of political and civic engagement.
Not enough can be said about the carefulness with which
the authors explain their hypotheses, operationalizations,
and the quantitative techniques that are employed. Those
without a formal quantitative background will find it easy
to follow the discussion, and hopefully will be attracted to
the value of doing such analyses themselves. Empirical
results are assayed against possible objections, and deep-
ened through time series (Chapter 10) with explicit cau-
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